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Abstract
This new history brings women center-stage to the Arab revolt (1936–39) in Palestine and asks three related questions: how did Britain’s colonial pacification affect women, what part did women play thereof, and how did soldiers treat women? This includes discussion of sexual assault. It does this through deep mining of multilingual sources. The article argues that British soldiers eschewed sexual violence towards women, but military pacification had considerable oppressive effects on women as a target population during counter-insurgency. The analysis suggests more broadly that national-military cultures prompt armies in war zones to treat women differently, making brief reference to Israel today.

Women and Revolt
The Arab revolt was a popular Palestinian rebellion in Mandate Palestine from April 1936 to late 1939 against British rule and Jewish immigration, supported by Arab fighters from neighboring countries such as Syria. Britain suppressed the revolt with a huge deployment of troops: some sixty infantry battalions and armored units
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rotated through Palestine during the counter-insurgency up to September 1939, alongside extensive support corps deployment, airmen, and land-based naval units from Royal Navy ships in Haifa port.¹ If Arabic-language sources on the Arab revolt are exiguous when compared with English- and Hebrew-language ones, material on women’s part in the revolt is even rarer (in any language) and if mentioned in the literature, it is as a footnote to the insurgency.² Ted Swedenburg’s book on the revolt and Sonia Fathi al-Nimr’s (unpublished) doctoral thesis are notable exceptions here, as is Ellen Fleischmann’s study of middle-class women in Palestine.³ In general, women appear tangentially or not at all, both contemporaneously and in the later literature that elides women’s encounter with pacification. Arabic-language histories recount the stories of men for whom there are better records of events.⁴ Certainly, the British shot limited numbers of women, there were few (just one) named female fighters, sexual violence was muted, and rebels did not utilize women to, say, plant bombs, as Front de Libération Nationale insurgents did in Algeria in the 1950s, but this does not mean that women escaped the violence. Palestine-based British Army intelligence officer Tony Simonds’s memory that “female terrorists were almost unknown” discounts the broader part that women played after 1936, one that this essay seeks to explore.⁵


This article is a new history of women and insurgency in Palestine, building on Fleischmann’s work on elite, urban women’s part in the revolt to include the rural peasantry who were the “primary face” of the national movement and the revolt. This study focuses on rural women in the revolt as the countryside was the “womb” of a three-year rural “farmers’ revolt,” attached to which was a discrete secondary urban-based general strike in 1936. The argument here is that the revolt was at its heart a rural insurgency. There is a hidden history that may never be told in full of largely illiterate rural women who took part in a huge revolt as victims, warriors, and supporters. From house destruction to beatings, shootings, and violence, Palestinian women were caught up in British military pacification.

Myriad village women joined rural faz‘a alarm calls9 for intervillage mutual help in a conflict to support rebel forces, as when rebel band leader Fawzi al-Qawuqji escaped closing Army pincers in October 1936. Women protected their villages and resisted security force searches, and were beaten up and, occasionally, shot for their troubles. They paid government fines imposed for resistance with their dowries, four £P.5 notes in one case, and this was from villagers among whom a wage of £P.3–4 per month was considered a “large sum”; a £P.20 dowry equaled 250 days’ laboring by a village man at 80 mils per diem.10 Heavy fining and extensive village demolitions by British forces directly impacted the lives of Palestinian women, as did the mass detention of village menfolk.

The history here demonstrates that women played their part in revolt and pacification, both as subjects of attritional imperial control and as active agents of rebellion. Violence (or the fear of it) against Palestinian women increased the population-centric terror to British operations; rebels’ use of women to avoid security force searches helped the national struggle; women supporting their menfolk or as warriors themselves added to rebel fighting power; there were also incidences of men dressing up as women to avoid capture or carry out assassinations. The evidence here from an extensive range of archives opens a window for future enquiry as much as it answers questions, for military, Israeli-Palestinian, and gender history; more source material and creative methodologies, neither of which seems to be readily available, are needed to tell this untold story. This article puts Palestinian women to the fore: as victims of British pacification—including charges of sexual violence—but also as colonial subjects and resistors. It casts as wide a net as possible to include soldiers’ accounts as the British played such a large part in the violence after 1936, and it comments on how servicemen viewed and interacted with local women when stationed in Palestine. Rebel insurgent (so Arab-Palestinian) forces also attacked women—Palestinian and Jewish—as briefly mentioned here. The article includes some discussion on the sartorial side to the revolt as it affected women, filling out the picture of the impact of a period of insurgency on women’s lives by touching upon the role that social class as well as gender had to play during violent times. The empirical data on women and revolt will support comparative military case studies of different armed forces and their interactions with women in conflict zones. This boosts future theoretical studies on gender and violence more broadly understood. The methodology on the charged topic of sexual violence in the first section of analysis below has been to anonymize the victims of the sexual assault but not the alleged perpetrators as naming individuals throws light on the systemization of sexual violence. Non-British Arab personnel carried out some of the alleged

9. Arabic for a call for help in war, reinforcements, or (colloquially) people called for help in a quarrel.
sexual assaults on both women and men, a useful fact that can be discerned only by identifying alleged rapists.

**As Victims: Sexual Violence**

As one British resident of Palestine who was sympathetic to the Palestinian cause put it in the context of tens of thousands of troops in-country, “Rape is rare. There have been a few cases however and one is pending now at Tulkarm or Kalkileh [Qalqilya] I forget which.”¹¹ Palestinians made allegations of sexual assault but the charges rarely had the specificity and never the amplification of accusations about general brutality, which is not to say that such things never happened, but deep archival mining uncovers scant material evidencing systemic or systematic sexual assault by British troops. Palestinian petitions on government violence and Jerusalem-based Anglican church protests, for instance, extensively highlighted torture and assassinations but not sexual assault. Had there been sexual abuse there is no reason why critics of the security forces would not have raised the issue, as least in broad terms, as Arab agents did against Jewish forces in 1948 after the Dayr Yasin massacre. As readers will see, Palestinians during the revolt raised at times concerns about violence against women, when they thought it a problem, and such charges supported the insurgent propaganda war against the occupying power. The absence (or muting) of sexual assault runs counter to the prevalence of sexual violence in many other conflicts, and more comment is made on this issue in the conclusion to this essay.¹² It tells a story as would the prevalence of such outrages.

Accounts of sexual assault in the form of molestation rather than penetrative rape appear very sporadically in the archives. They might have been the result of clumsy attempts by soldiers to search frightened village women. The claim was often that soldiers touched women’s breasts: “the wife of [AA] of Bir Zeit [Zayt] while on her way to the village spring for water was stopped by a soldier who proceeded to search her and feel her breasts. . . . On the same day, July 6th, 5 women of Bir Zeit were fetching water from the spring to the north of the village. The troops rushed, searched them and shamelessly handled their breasts and bodies in spite of their cries and protests.”¹³ Again, “In another case the soldiers

---


¹² Susan Brownmiller’s (now dated) *Against Our Will: Men, Women and Rape* (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1975) argues strongly for the systematization of military (male) sexual violence across all armies, in contrast to the argument presented here that armies deploy violence differently. For a more recent study of the subject of sexual violence (against men and women; with the book starting with the rape of men in prison), see Joanna Bourke, *A History of Rape from 1860 to the Present* (London: Virago, 2007), while for the latest word on sexual violence in Mandate Palestine, see Orna Alyagon Darr’s interesting *Plausible Crime Stories: The Legal History of Sexual Offences in Mandate Palestine* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019).

went in and found an unmarried girl in bed they forcibly took off her vest played with her breasts and tried to assault her but her shrieks attracted the neighbours and this was prevented.”14 Soldiers made women line up in front of them in a search at Tulkarm and bare their breasts to prove that they were not men.15

Accounts of rape are hard to find. A semi-autobiographical Arabic-language novella in 1939 written by an insurgent recounts British soldiers arriving in the village of the book’s hero, a Doctor Sabri, and raping his sister during a punishment raid: the “English bequeathed an irreparable stigma. . . . stole her virginity.”16 There is an archival record of an assault by troops who “attempted to attack the honour of the wife of [BB] but she refused and yelled for help and consequently was rescued from the claws of the civilised troops by her village women neighbours.”17 Another accusation of the rape of a girl was directed at British troops: “[CC] aged 12, raped by the army. She received a dangerous wound on her head which broke the skull.”18 The Anglican mission in Jerusalem dealt with a gang rape allegation but against three Palestinian (or Arab) policemen, not British soldiers: “They beat me with their rifle butts—laid me on the ground. One sat on my chest and kept my mouth shut, etc., while another assaulted me—then the men changed places; all three had me in turn.”19 The German press made similar claims, for obvious propaganda reasons, with seven women raped in “Selluan” (so Silwan near Jerusalem) village by soldiers.20 Similarly, Jews claimed that British soldiers molested Jewish women, with one notice entitled “Jewish Youth” proclaiming that British were the same as the Turks, caning and flogging people: “As the barbarian Turks, the British flog the Jewish prisoners on their feet, smashing their genitals, days and night, till they pass out. As the Nazis in Dachau, British officer put his hands on a young Jewish lady’s breasts, threatening her that she would be raped by soldiers. . . . We call to create a special committee to investigate all these cases and save the honour of Britain.”21
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17. S.O.S. From Halhool, The Martyr Village (stamped 22 May 1939), in File 1, Box 66, GB 165-0161, J & E Mission Papers, MEC.
19. Report on Visit to Azzun, 12 May 1938 and Azzun, 16 May 1938 [account of assault on DD, wife of EE, aged about sixteen to eighteen] both in File 1 (quotation from 16 May report, p. 1), Box 66, GB 165-0161, J & E Mission Papers, MEC.
21. File 04/-163-B/621: Riots, April 1936 [but actually January 1939–February 1940] [one bundle of papers], Tel Aviv Municipal Archive.
Linguistic and cultural barriers suggest that some fears of assault were misjudged, as when local Palestinian women came to see Miss Hulbert, a British teacher in Bir Zayt [Zeit], crying and complaining about the Army detaining their menfolk for road repairs:

“They are beating them! The soldiers are beating our men!”

“Beating!” exclaimed Miss Hulbert. “How do you mean—like this?” giving an energetic pantomime of two-handed whacking with a stick. “Oh no no!” replied the women. “Only like this”—demonstrating the mildest of pats and pushes; obviously no more than would be necessary to show the men where to go or what to do—not surprising when soldiers and villagers cannot speak each other’s language.22

Similarly, a soldier who “spoke a little broken Arabic” and “seemed to understand” a young girl during a house search “tried to pat her head, but she shrank away in terror. He shrugged and turned to leave, virtually colliding” with the girl’s panicked mother, assuming the worst of the soldier who was only searching the building.23

Rebels threatened to attack British women in retaliation for alleged assaults on Palestinian women, but never killed or sexually assaulted anyone, only wounding a Miss Newman, travelling with Royal Air Force Squadron-Leader R. E. Alderson, who was killed in a road ambush in February 1938. Newman was not the rebels’ intended target. (The wounding of a British woman worsened security force punishments delivered to local villages such as Ijzim after the attack.24) In December 1938, rebel leader ‘Abd al-Rahim al-Hajj Muhammad “issued a warning to the effect that if British troops in Palestine kill, assault, or in any way maltreat any Arab woman, reprisals will be taken against English women. This policy has been opposed by some of the rebels and no agreement has yet been reached.”25 Rough handling by troops of village women during search operations might have translated into accusations of sexual assault that were non-sexual in that the primary intent of the assault was punitive, such as removing chattel or evacuating villagers from buildings to be demolished, which women resisted. This might explain incidents such as the one that the national propaganda bureau in Syria claimed in July 1938 when “unknown persons” destroyed a kilometer of the security fence along the Lebanese border, after which troops came to neighboring villages, gathered village men, and took them to the damaged section of fence “and kept them to be tortured for two days” while soldiers searched villages, during which, it was claimed: “The soldiers not only beat women and children, but indecently
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assaulted women who violently resisted them. Four women were seriously injured and one miscarriage took place.”26 An Army lieutenant, meanwhile, noted the rape of Jewish women in a rebel raid on a kibbutz, while intelligence files recorded rebels raping Palestinian women.27 Jewish files on insurgents described the “social tenseness obtaining over this matter in the Arab village public” and noted that had “the gangsters tried to touch the women, there would have been an uproar.”28 Thus, when rebel band leader al-Hajj Muhammad clashed with the Irsheid family, he sent a band that not only killed and robbed family members but also “violated the honour of the women and did other unpleasant things,” after which family members fled the country “with a burning desire to take revenge.”29 This, of course, encouraged intra-communal fighting among Palestinians and so supported British pacification—divide et impera.

Elements within British security forces, possibly from the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) within the police force, allegedly outsourced some sexual abuse to local proxy forces, with prison guards telling one naked (presumably Arab) female detainee in Bethlehem’s Ladies’ prison whom they had previously tortured, “If you won’t speak, we’ll bring a nigger [meaning an Arab] to rape you,” although the victim recalled that “it seems that they had an order not to rape me.” Guards did, however, molest her.30 A Jewish insurgent’s memoir of her time in Bethlehem jail as a Jewish prisoner is a useful account of life in the prison and is not suggestive of such things, perhaps because the British treated Jewish detainees differently or because such sexual assaults were, indeed, rare.31 In an interview with this author in 2009 (in Amman), the rebel fighter Bahjat Abu Gharbiyya (who died in 2012) claimed the rape of male prisoners by non-British security force personnel. The police used “awful” local Arabs to rape male prisoners, employing a “Castero/Kastero” in Jaffa and a “Saleh Alwalaji” in Jerusalem, both subsequently assassinated by the rebels, but “there were others” who detained handsome young Arab men to be sexually abused.32 Arab propaganda made similar claims of male sexual abuse when the Army picked up a Mohamed Abdul Qader al-Yason (Muhammad ‘Abd al-Qader...
al-Yasin), a thirty-year-old farmer found in a village not his own. The British in Kenya in the 1950s used local Kenyan black soldiers to sodomize prisoners with various objects, Caroline Elkins claims, as did Israeli security forces more recently whereby a “Captain George,” whose proper name was later revealed, allegedly sodomized a Lebanese suspect, Mustafa Dirani.

The British strenuously challenged charges of sexual impropriety against women, pointing to Palestinian hyper-sensitivities on any male interactions with women. In September 1936, the Gaza town crier went up and down the main street warning women not to leave their houses, alleging that British soldiers had been visiting homes. The commanding officer of the local unit, the King’s Royal Irish Hussars, wrote to his brigade headquarters, annoyed at accusations of “meditated rape,” pointing out that beyond some accusations of stealing oranges, there had been no “serious misbehaviour by the troops. A few of them, newly arrived from Jerusalem, went for a walk in the town and may or may not have
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looked at some women. I have since put the town ‘Out of Bounds.’”35 As a British policeman told Army officer David Smiley on operation in Palestine in 1940, after they had watched fellow Arab police officers beat and hold lighted cigarettes to the testicles of three village men accused of murder, “It was a golden rule, he added, that women were never questioned or touched.”36

In a punitive raid during the revolt, an Army officer, after having candidly described smashing up villages on punitive operations, detailed how he came across a woman, supposedly in labor, so he left: “but I daresay she probably had a couple of rifles hidden under the bed or somewhere. But you know one just didn’t molest the women at all. You couldn’t touch the women. One just didn’t nor did the soldiers. And if she had got stuff hidden there, grenades or anything else, she got away with it. Lucky for her.”37 Fleischmann also points to the reluctance of the British to search women, some of whom hid weapons behind the shield of children and babies.38 Security forces behaved differently, many respecting women’s “honor,” as when Spanish secret police came to search George Orwell’s hotel room during the Spanish Civil War where his wife Eileen was in bed (that Orwell was not Spanish must have influenced their actions): “Yet all this time they never searched the bed. My wife was lying in bed all the while; obviously there might have been half a dozen sub-machine-guns under the mattress. . . . Yet the detectives made no move to touch the bed, never even looked underneath it. . . . they were also Spaniards, and to turn a woman out of bed was a little too much for them. . . . making the whole search meaningless.”39 General Robert Haining in overall command in Palestine emphasized the official view that women “are not molested in any way. They are only searched on occasions when the services of a Police woman searcher are available. . . . Women searchers are occasionally employed as a deterrent against rebels disguising themselves as women, as has happened on several occasions.”40 Such British witnesses could be lying but they all tell the same story, and they are usually frank about general brutality directed at Palestinians.

Some British servicemen may have been reticent about discussing sexual matters, but others delighted in telling tales about visits to brothels and about how local women were sexual objects. Policeman Jack Binsley saw prostitutes in Gaza, as well as sleeping with Yemeni Jewish women as they were “not so strict” as other Jews.41 (The British never criminalized prostitution in Palestine.42) Binsley
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wrote that in Gaza, “Pimps and prostitutes were there, with others I sampled an unsatisfying interlude in a cactus grove with a prostitute whose forty piaster [Egyptian currency] charge was arranged by our mess boy, aged fifteen years, who spoke some English.”43 The Army’s need to keep soldiers healthy meant that they monitored brothels and ensured that such establishments had condom machines in each room; one soldier recalled staying away from the Saturday-evening visit to the brothel because of his fear of disease.44

British personnel saw local women differently, looking to date Jewish women, for which two Jewish men beat up police officer Sydney Burr; on another occasion when Jews beat up a policeman for dating a Jewish woman, they also told her that “she’d have her hair cut off.”45 Ethnicity and religion had some part to play in servicemen’s treatment of women, or at least in how they viewed them, as when Burr had a meal in a Druze community village: “All the lads were hoping to get a glimpse of some of their women who are remarkable for their beauty. We saw one little beaut[y] who fell over before she could dart into her house. She had practically yellow hair and what is seldom seen in England very dark blue eyes. Whereas the Arab women wear all black these girls are dressed in white, with a black velvet band round their foreheads.”46 “Nordic in appearance” noted another policeman of the Druze, descendants of the crusaders and “courageous and brave in war.”47

As Colonial Subjects: Searching Women

As the foreign (German) press described it during the revolt, Palestine was undergoing a “searching” and this meant physical contact between British personnel and Palestinian women.48 Emergency Regulations during the revolt never altered the 1924 Arrest of Offenders and Searches Ordinance that decreed that only women could search female suspects.49 When it came to searching local women, female “wardresses” attached to British units were deployed to search women villagers down to their “private parts.”50 On another occasion, an army officer complained of police “mismanagement” in failing to bring along a female
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“searcher” on an operation, suggesting that female searchers were used in the field.  

There were, however, very few female searchers for the whole of Palestine, so outside the major towns women should not have been searched unless a woman searcher was present, impracticable in fast-moving search-and-sweep operations. This was a boon for rebels who could hide weapons with women, as an Army in-house journal recognized: “The only real difficulty is when women are stated to be ill in bed, as the bed probably also contains whoever one is looking for. Official female searchers are practically never obtainable in any country.”  

Wealthy Palestinian women hid explosives and guns under their car seats “which the British did not dare to search because of their respect for the ‘sanctity’ of Muslim women.” The British used Jewish and Armenian women as searchers—“no British woman would lower herself to do it”—but, for example, in October 1938 in Jerusalem they had just two Arab women for this task, one at the Jaffa Gate and one at the Damascus Gate, for an enclosed city with seven public gates (and other smaller, secret ones). There are photographs of female Jewish searchers


54. J. M. Thompson (Government Welfare Inspector) to Archdeacon, 23 October 1938, File 4, Box 61, GB 165-0161, J & E Mission Papers, MEC.
and “Russian Christian police women” in the American Colony Hotel Archive in Jerusalem, the policewomen dressed in mufti, with the caption “New Police Regulations, February 1938.”55 In June 1936, when the British wanted to search women escaping the Army’s destruction of old Jaffa, they sent seven women from the prison service in Jerusalem down to Jaffa for the job, commandeering a local building especially for the purpose.56 The British police claimed that the Arab rebels hid their “stuff” with Palestinian women, Palestinians countering that hidden goods were simply valuables or money that they did not want stolen by servicemen.57 Roger Courtney remembered that women “were never searched, except in towns such as Jerusalem, where there were women searchers, nor were the mosques. Both the women and the religion of Islam were inviolate.”58 One trick that the British deployed in India used to uncover men hiding among women so as “not to offend purdah” was to ask to see everyone’s hands.59 Rebel leader Hajj Amin escaped the Haram al-Sharif in 1937 dressed as a woman, in the view of British police.60 Earlier, during riots in 1920, Governor Ronald Storrs used Indian Muslim troops to search women—a curious claim as the contentious issue was gender not religion—and “many of the women were found to be carrying all sorts of weapons. Storrs sent the collection to England, where it remains on display at the police museum in Chichester.”61 As readers can see from the footnote evidence here, this claim might be misplaced.62

As Resistors: Women as Warriors, and Male Fighters Dressed as Women

Fatma Ghazzal was killed in battle at Wadi Azzoun in 1936, the only named Palestinian woman that this author can find who died as a female combatant.63

55. Arab Revolt in Palestine Photograph Album 1938, American Colony Hotel Archive, Jerusalem.
56. al-Difa’ [The Defence] (Jaffa), 18–19 June 1936.
57. Diary, pp. 12–13, GB 165-0302, Wilson Papers, MEC.
62. There was no police museum in Chichester before the 1950s, so this is possibly a reference to the Sussex Regiment barracks in the town that the Royal Military Police subsequently moved into and where it located its museum prior to moving it to Southwick Park in 2007; much of the material from the Chichester police museum, but nothing relating to Palestine, is now in West Sussex Records Office. The Chichester barracks is now a housing estate. There was also a Philosophical and Literary Society in Chichester until 1924, after which it closed and sold off its collection. Email communication, Royal Military Police Museum to author, 21 August 2017; email communication, Chichester District Council to author, 21 August 2017; email communication, Malcolm Barrett (curator, police museum) to author, 22 August 2017.
Nameless women died elsewhere. An Essex Regiment soldier wrote of two dead Arabs in an ambush, “one of whom was a woman.”64 Peasant women’s mass involvement was physical and direct, not least as it was “their communities that were coming under physical attack” from the Army and rebel-bandit gangs.65 When soldiers removed villagers’ grain onto a lorry and tried to take a laden camel during a punitive raid, its owner, an old woman, “begged to be spared her precious animal,” much to the amusement of the watching soldiers (but not the woman, one imagines), so speaking to a wider discourse surrounding the metaphors, puns, jokes, and similes used by security forces to make punitive action palatable:

A long altercation took place, in which all the villagers took part, and at length her request was granted. At once the whole concourse was delighted. The Colonel and the D.C. [District Commissioner] were embraced and acclaimed as protectors of the poor, benevolent dispensers of justice etc etc and in their delight at the retention of this one camel the villagers appear to have completely forgotten that their entire food supply had been removed. We looked with apprehension at the bulging sacks, additional weight for already fully loaded vehicles. . . . These duties, tiresome and unpleasant as they sometimes were, seldom lacked a touch of humour.66

Village women gave (or certainly suffered) more than urban women and were arrested for being members of the Black Hand rebel band, for writing threatening letters to the police, and for hiding wounded rebel fighters, and they kept secrets.67 When the Army detained menfolk in “cages” under Emergency Regulations, village women walked the distance to regimental camps to feed their menfolk. This not only saved on food for the British but had the added benefit that it aided pacification: “Now after a few days the women were so fed up with this that the men would probably come to an agreement you see and the whole area would be quiet.”68 Elsewhere, when the British put 2,000 women into a “pen,” soldiers noted their relief when they released detainees because they made so much noise.69 Meanwhile, as Fleischmann has shown, urban women collected money, took part in demonstrations, sent protests to the government, and formed women’s committees.70 There were schoolgirl strikes; security forces arrested women for curfew violations.71 Women raised money, sometimes reaching
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£P.100; they also sold their jewelry. In June 1936, a demonstration of women in Bethlehem left two British constables and several Arab women injured; four arrests were made. In August 1936, a rebel band up to eighty strong, among which were women, attacked the Jewish settlement of Gesher. The British arrested women demonstrating near District Commissioner Thomas Scrivenor’s office in Haifa and “the three ring leaders were removed in a prison van and released at a sufficiently great distance from Haifa to keep them busily occupied for some time walking back.” Across Palestine, women protested. Police shot a girl during a stoning of forces in 1938 in Kafr Kenna (Kafr Kanna near Nazareth), as well as interning the village Imam for preaching “jihad.” When women atop houses stoned the police in another incident, a British constable was “badly injured” and the police “were obliged to open fire aiming over the heads of the women. The High Commissioner deeply regrets to announce that an Arab girl was hit by a stray bullet and mortally wounded.” Widows of dead fighters also took up arms and led by example, the “moral” being “that in Jenin women are fighting while in Acre even the men are reluctant to carry a rifle,” in the words of colonial official Kenneth Blackburne. In ‘Ara village southeast of Haifa, women encouraged their “menfolk to go to the assistance of the gang, but this, it is thought, they refused to do.” In the north the Royal Ulster Rifles noted that a “considerable number” of women from the “truculent” village of Sasa had “stirred up” the local population and so the Army transported them in lorries to a distant spot, from where they had to walk home. Captured Arabic-language documents held by the Christian-Zionist British officer Orde Wingate tell the story of how during
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al-Qawuqji’s escape when a faz’a call for help drew out local villagers, “many times the women were seen running behind their husbands ululating as they are wont to do thereby exciting their men to action.”81

As in the battle for Algiers in the 1950s against the French, rebels in Palestine in the 1930s dressed as women to escape security checks and effect assassinations. A patrol of the (British-led) Transjordan Frontier Force encountered a “bandit” disguised as a woman who threw off his clothing and attempted to escape and so was shot dead.82 An assassin on another occasion dressed in women’s clothing shot dead a temporary Arab police constable near Hebron police station, while police CID reported on rebels dressed as women in December 1938.83 One man broke an Army village cordon and escaped dressed as a woman but when a sentry “pulled his veil off and saw it was a man, he bolted, and though the sentry fired after him, he missed him in the half light.”84 Cross-dressing ran in both directions, with rebels arresting and detaining (down a well) an armed man dressed as a peasant woman: “Suspected, he was caught. He was found armed and perhaps with evil intentions.”85 Women warriors and the subterfuge afforded by ruses whereby men disguised themselves as women acted as force multipliers, but Jewish intelligence files emphasized women’s secondary roles (and how the Yishuv 86 should have exploited them for intelligence) in a useful summary:

The duties of the women were generally transport of water, cooking, washing and sewing of gangsters’ clothes. Sometimes they carried messages and hid men in their abodes. The playing of a special part in the rebellion cannot be claimed by the Arab woman. Some welfare women in towns, mostly Christian, imitated men in lectures, meetings, demonstrations and speeches. A great service was rendered by women who hid arms and men disguised as women. The British took great care not to touch a woman. This was taken advantage of by the rebels. Later the authorities appointed women police who helped by carrying out searches. . . . Generally the Yishuv did very little to penetrate into the Arab woman’s circle of life. This neglect was a pity, because there could have been profit in enquiry into this sphere.87
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Women and Sartorial Rebellion

Clothing signified rebellion as well as social class, socially conservative rurally based rebels wearing the traditional turban-style *kufiya* headdress (plural *kufiyyat*, colloquially also called a *batta*, with the cord for the headdress being the *iqal*) and demanding the same of townsfolk who might otherwise wear European dress with a red *tarbush* headdress (properly a head covering, called also a fez in the West), with the added advantage that rebels could then blend with the urban populace, up to a point as rural attire still looked different. Bahjat Abu Gharbiyya hid the Beretta pistol that he used to shoot Assistant Police Inspector Alan Sigrist in June 1936 under his *tarbush*, at a time earlier in the revolt when *kufiyyat* were not de rigueur. 88 The British recognized the significance of this sartorial resistance and 8th Division’s commander in Haifa, Major-General Bernard Montgomery, wanted to ban the *kufiya* (he also issued an order “that persons going about with their hands in their pockets will be viewed with suspicion”), one of his civil officials, Thomas Scrivenor, telling him that banning *kufiyyat* was unenforceable. 89 Undeterred, Montgomery “repeated that he did not want any prosecutions and that, if people disregarded the order, the head-dress should simply be removed from their heads by patrols and that if they insisted they would be put in the cage for a day or two to cool off.”90 Scrivenor noted that “the General’s proposals for the abolition of the kefieh and agal had been turned down by the Government. The Order was apparently considered to be legal by the Attorney General but the High Commissioner had introduced his veto.”91 The pro-government Nashashibi family also asked (or ordered) villagers to wear the *tarbush* and not the *kufiya*.92

With their leaders dead, in prison, or in exile, a measure of authority for insurgents came with orders telling men to wear the *kufiya* and for women to adopt the veil. Women were veiled for complex reasons and not just because of rebel pressure, including showing that they were Arabs and not Jews, but “the mainstream nationalist leadership also called upon (urban) women to dress modestly like their ‘sisters the warriors of the village.’”93 Fleischmann notes the fear among women because of internecine violence, “particularly among those women with Nashashibi ties.”94 A popular ditty connecting women’s dress, chastity, and honor reflected the revolt’s conservative tones, and was recited by boys who harassed women in the street who wore Western hats:

90. Ibid.
91. Diary, 13 January 1939, Scrivenor Papers, MSS. Brit. Emp. S. 378, WL.
Umm al-bunya, al-raqqasa
Biddha bumba wa rasasa
[The woman who wears a hat, the dancer
Deserves a bomb and a bullet]

“Dancer” here meant a “loose” woman, “a virtual prostitute,” while umm al-bunya, the woman who wears a hat, was likely to be a Christian woman, although elite Muslim women also donned hats instead of veils, while some wore Western dresses and carried handbags but wore full face veils. Well-to-do city Christian women were often at the forefront of demonstrations alongside their politically active husbands, the first women’s demonstration in 1929 processing in cars through Jerusalem, not a luxury item that village women would have owned. Such actions reflected urban-based liberal movements in contrast to the rebels who issued leaflets encouraging young city people to join the bands while also instructing women to march after their village “sisters” and to stop wearing makeup and visiting cinemas “and other forms of entertainment,” instead rising to the level of peasant women

who “carry jars of water on their heads” and make the “death of the fighters easier.”

The socially reactionary, obscurantist base of the rebellion came out in strictures on dress and social code. Rural bandit criminal bands tinged with Islamic religious fundamentalism issued manifestos proscribing not just western headdress but also townspeople listening to the radio or using (Jewish-supplied) electricity, and women going unveiled, or wearing makeup or short-sleeved dresses, including Christian women. Photographs show “Christian girls wearing ‘Muslim veils’” akin to a hijab while simultaneously dressed in Western dresses; Muslim urban women “were to don the more conservative form of veiling.”

A captured rural rebel tellingly complained to the British that while townsfolk may have “controlled us for a hundred years, we will control them for one year.”

Conclusions

The discussion here has only scraped the surface of women’s role in the Arab revolt. Readers familiar with Tal Nitzan’s 2006 sociology thesis that Israeli troops do not sexually assault Palestinian women for racist reasons, not wanting to sleep with Arab women, might draw parallels here to British soldiers. This would be wrong. Reading British soldiers’ accounts in the round, the issue was sexual congress with anyone available and not officially off-limits, as one Jewish girl noted when soldiers came to defend her settlement in 1929 and “refused to take sides; they regarded the whole affray as just another military assignment. In vain did my sister and her friends try to expound the ideological background of the conflict and win the British army over to the cause of the yishuv. ... The soldiers listened politely enough but whenever asked what they thought they just leered at the girls and said, ‘Are you married?’”

Not all armies behaved the same way to women, and British soldiers did not assault (sexually or otherwise) women in the way that, say, U.S. troops did in Vietnam after 1965, including gang rape and gross abuse of girls and women. It is not clear if this was a function of national culture, military traditions and discipline, the nature of the insurgency, or colonial ideologies, or some combination of all four factors. Anthony Beevor’s recent study of the battle of Arnhem raises the interesting point that national self-character helps explain how armies fight wars. This might also
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account for the contrasting behavior of soldiers towards civilians and women. British soldiers were at worst disinterested in the Zionist-Palestinian conflict, and at best they rather liked the local Palestinian population. “At that time, in the Army at least there was almost total indifference in and ignorance of political affairs,” while many soldiers had pity for the Palestinians—“a gentlemanly easy-going community” and “the average soldier rather liked the Arab, preferring him generally to the Jew”—unlike French officer Paul Aussaresses's chilling comment in Algeria in the 1950s that “I think I really forgot what having any pity meant,” amidst horrific, systemic mass abuse of Algerians, including systematic rape of women prisoners.104 Or as a British officer put it: “What the devil is wrong with these Jews and Arabs that they can’t live decent peaceful lives, and allow us to go on soldiering nice and quietly in Aldershot? Why?”105 The point here is that British soldiers did not have the visceral engagement with local politics—the skin in the game—as did indigenous settler populations, and this played its part in moderating violence to women in the military and political context of a colonial power that did not manifestly use or allow gendered or sexual violence for pacification anyway. The contrast with Kenya during Mau Mau in the 1950s where there was a mobilized local white settler population is obvious, and this deepened the violence of counter-insurgency there in horrible ways to include castration and rape, as Caroline Elkins and David Anderson have shown.106 In Kenya in the 1950s during the Mau Mau insurgency, auxiliary white settler and black loyalist police-reserve units, and not the Army, committed the foulest abuse. Indeed, the limited accounts above on sexual violence point in the direction of the Palestine police and not the Army, whose soldiers served a time-bounded tour of duty in Palestine and so felt little ideological attachment to the place and its peoples. On one occasion police humiliated women in the Manshiya neighborhood bordering Jaffa-Tel Aviv, lining them up, questioning them in Arabic, “asking them their names and saying ‘How much to-day?’ God knows what they meant. They then made indecent gestures with their revolvers and sticks.”107 But the British policemen on this occasion—who had also beat up and shot people—did not sexually assault any of the women that they threatened.

Israeli forces are ideologically engaged in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict but do not target women for sexual abuse, so if Tal Nitzan is right then their racism is a
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more powerful bias than their misogyny. Or she may be misreading how soldiers see subject populations, and it may be that gross abuse is anathema for national cultures such as Israel’s built on law, governance, human rights, and civil society, as has been argued elsewhere for the British. Indeed, such national societal structures will reflect the cultures that they represent. This may account for why some armies commit mass sexual abuse in war zones while others do not. Indeed, the partial evidence here shows that Palestinian–Arab forces fighting with or against the government were as likely to carry out sexual assault as (or even more likely than) were British (or Jewish auxiliary) troops. This could be the result of the irregular nature of the rebel forces during a period of lawlessness or of their cultural-societal history and the position of women in such communities, or a combination of the two.

This article has argued that Palestinian women contributed heavily to the Arab revolt and suffered as a result, but that the British bounded the violence that they directed at women. The evidence as presented here demonstrates that in Palestine in the 1930s the British preferred legal, non-lethal, non-kinetic means of targeting women such as fines, curfews, village police posts, travel passes, house demolition (which was kinetic, to be fair), and detention without trial, methods that were far more effective for colonial control than brute force and rape. The British colonial state effectively managed force as a powerful tool of imperial control, and this meant official moderation of violence towards women by security forces that were not culturally inclined to target women unofficially anyway.
